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FOUND WITH
1STREET CONTRACTORS MUST
THE ANNUAL
4% WON'T ENTER TAMMANY
FOR HEARST NOT OBSTRUCT THE NEW STREETS SKULL CRUSHED HORSE SHOW
THE CONTEST
•

ANNOUNCED
DE- THE FACT IS
BY LEADER MURPHY.
ANSOUNCE
JAMES

CONGRESSMAN
CLINES

TO

FOR GOVERNOR.
Jerome,

in

Acrimonious

CLARENCE CAREY

Inspectors of New Work Clothed With
Power to Order Clear Walks.
Reply,

INJURED

IN

FATTALLY ARRANGEMENTS BEING PER.
SOME UNFOR THE APFECTED

KNOWN WAY.

P.P.nACHING MEETING.

Better Proves* and Larger PremTHE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS HANDED OUT ORDERS
iums Are Promised by the
prised.
ORS AND COMPANIES
TO
LEFT
AND
CONTRACT
RIGHT
Emphatic
by
Point
Association,
THAT ARE DELAYING STREET WORK AND KEEPING SIDE
Statement.
WALKS ALL TORN UP.
New York, Aug. 22. -Charles F.
FOUL
SOME SUSPICION OF
All due arasfgements to make a
Murphy, leader of Tammany Hall,
any
great success out of the second anobserved
not
PLAY, BUT NO SUBSTANMarion, Ky., Aug. 22.—011ie James today said he had
nual exhibition of horses, or more
nomi-the big First D strict congressman, sentiment in Tammany for the
TIATORY FACTS.
William
clearly speaking The Paducah Horse
whose home is in Marion, has ail- nation of District Attorney
Show, are being perfected by the asby the
nounced positively that he will stay Travers Jerome for governor
there
soc.ation. The days for the show
but
convention,
state
dinnocatic
de-3
His
governor.
• out of the race for
Almost are October 3, 4, 5, and 6, the last
Was Identified Yesterday
for
sentiment
of
plenty
said,
he
was,
eision was quite a surprise to many
day to be one especial)/ for the
Murphy declared
Conclusively, by Lady With
In their efforts to !keep the streets streets, the first location being at a
• of his friends here, who believed he W. R. Hearst. Mr.
farmers. The meeting will be held
to any and sidewalks along the route of the. hollow.
would be a candidate, as it was that he was not committed
Whom He Boarded.
at Wallace, park, where last year's exThe genenal council was requested
ails the rule of Tam• thought he would announce himself candidate, but it
new work as clear as possible, and
hibition occurred, and the grounds
sentiment
the
vean
enact
prohibiting
ordinance
to
by
gutsiest
be
to
many
from
return
his
upon
once
at
it
of
out
to minimize the inconvenience and hicles from standing on the improved
will be made even more suitable than
be
would
he
and
organization
of
the
. Europe if he d d not intend to make
convention. danger to the public using those streets an unreasonable length el.! Early yesterday morning, in a they 'were last year if this be possible.
state
the
at
it
by
abided
• the race,
The association announces more
Tammany dele- thoroughfares, the board of public time. The number that stand's daily clump of weeds on some vacant propMr. James is already the nominee Mr. Murphy said the
on Broadway between Fifth and crty near the intersection of North and larger premiums than those given
be
would
convention
the
to
gates
new
a
inaugurated
the
in
yesterday
works
himself
• for congress to succeed
Sixth, where the track is double, is a Sixth and Terrell streets, some negro last year and its program and premunit rule.
move by clothing the Inspectors on meniace to the public and at times men who were going to work found ium list justify this promise. The
-First district, and as, nomination by hound by the
District Attorney Jerome tonight
the Democrats here means an elec'the work wilt full authority to order blockades the streets. At the various Clarence Carey ayoung man, :h an corning second annual exhibieon of
out the following statement:
gave
another
for
back
go
11
w
he
boa,
i
from the association will no doubt be ail
"It is no surprise to me to find and compel the contractors to des poles where horse, are hitched they apparently dying condition
44erm.
new
and
street
the
.to
in
his
paw
bole'
and
conupon
go
head.
along
some
frightful
they
wounds
the association aims to make it and
as
streets
the
for
declaring
It is believed that Congressman Murphy practical's,
. The moaning of Carey first attracted fully what the people would like for it
that all surplus dirt, refuse ma- crete gutters.
see
•
takmy
for
reason
only
The
lisarst.
James did not fee: disposed to spend
away
An order for wire from a St. Louis the attention of the passers and they to he,
part in politics this terial and rubbish is hrauled
the money required to make the gov- ng any active
every
and
hours
twenty-four
within
The following auxiliary committees
was ordered held up to investi- located him after a short search. The
house
of
last
fight
the
on
carry
to
is
year
'ernor's race at this time, and in add.the
leave
to
taken
possible
precaution
the
house threatening to sat matter was at once reported to the for control of the show have been
gate
the
free
to
fight
a
was
which
year,
long
a
for
lion had no hankering
ev- the city two years ago for a lamp not city hal and the hurry wagon was chosen by the association directors
from the domina- sidewalks clear and unobstructed
tedious campaign, when the congres- people and parties
Witand
Taylor
ISceinbers
night.
cry
I sent for Carey and he was taken to and all and each one named should
ordered or used by the city.
political panhandlers.
sional seat was his without the Lzast tion of just such
present, President Rinkliff I The
were
helm
• Riverside hospital. There he was at once take up their work. It is not
was
traction
company
Acrimonious.
Is
the
Jerome
• trouble,
city. The insvectors granted a number of pole permits, given attention by Drs. Bass, Sights, long until October and the time sell
being out of
"'Birds of a frather flock together'
th board
f
d
h h db
, Hearne and Hoyer. They found his pass too quickly to the slow:
and when a person intellectualrly
that the also the Home Telephone company.'skull seriously crushed in several
understand
to
given
were
Overby,
Executive—Mrs. Henry
sterile. socidly vulgar and moraly
of
cornnt
the
traction
The
comp'a
insist on a radical change'
would
board
life
cs.
Mrs.
his
joseph_J
Leech
Mrs.
to
Thomas
save
hoping
and
places
of
obtuse' insults the decent people
in the methods employed by the con-lpany's rails on North Thirteenth
the state, irrespectire of party. by tractors, and that the way in which,. street being to high was referred to 'they removed several pieces of his Friedman. M`rs. Jacob Wallerstrin.
Miss Elizaseeking the nomination of a political they blockaded the streets and side-1 the street Snspector to tinvestigate:skull.- The physic an g said Carey Mrs. Robert B. Phillips,
thousand beth Sinnott.
a
in
chance
one
ad
only
adv.incingd
by
party
MEMPHIS IS CLOStING DOWN
walks was an outrage and would not aridreport.
Grounds and
Decorations—Mrs.
ideas and by methods akin to those be tolerated any longer. It was made, Contractor Bridges was notified to ;toreceiver and at midnight last night
ON THE TENDERLOIN
C
Mrs. George Cs
Thoman
Leech,
barely
then
was
he
that
said
was
man
thinking
no
lee,
blackma
of the
DISTRICTS.
plain that the board expected its or- i unearth a gas stop box on Kentucky"
Wallasts Mrs. Charles K. Wheeler
tint
erC
ItliCIY
than
More
live.
o
t
me.
could doubt where Murphy could be ders to be carried Out to the letter,I a
lls
i
zn
,ty,
ar
nit
vtnue
.reaches the eyes of the Register's Mrs. James C. Itterback, Mrs.'lbhil
found.
and that the inspectors would b• having concreted over it.
my
had
lost
al
I
fear
should
"I
treaders this morning Carey w1.11 be Keller, Mrs,. Alonzo R. Meyer, Mfs.
was
i every effort . The electr c light company
backed up by it in ther
1 hone People Become Too Bold In
Oscar Gregory,,Mrs. Wiliam Brat:Iideals if I found men of this type to protect the public in carrying on
dead.
Their Operations and a Halt
to transfer its wires from two
notified
.• •
Jr.
art-d
hi;
shaw,
absolute
under
except
me
Carty
supporting
The
of
discovery
.
the work. Heretofore the city enisi ,puies
Is Called.
•
on Jefferson street between condition
t—Mrs.Robert Philcompulsion. If I ever come to have neer tried to handle the situation, but
considerable excitecaused men
Entertain
any influence in the democratic party his many duties elsewhere made i :Fifth and Sixth street to the Home fluent in the locality and also 'n police lips, Nrev. COOk Htiebands, Mrs. Betit will be used to drive out of it base impossible for him to carry out thenTelephone company's poles and to circles. There was no one who saw tie Fowler Campbell, Miss Anna
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 22.-0011
ircmove their two poles.
Mrs.
bosses of this type.
man who could recognize him Webb, Mrs. henry Rudy,
orders of the board in this particular
hundred and three true bills of. inThe Home Telephone company tnen and when his clothing was ex Thomas Hall, Miss Frances Wallace
repuband
the
democratic
"Both
pressea
then
was
The street inspector
dictment were reported to the cr miwas granted permission to open Fifth amined there was found nothing by Miss Ulfie Mae Winstead.
lican parties have long enough been
to assist in keeping the
nal court yesteedag by ;be grand jury, disgraced and dominated by men of into service
e between Kentucky and Wash•
Driving-4111.s. Jacob Wallerstem,
ove
he might be identified. He
all
he
isvhich
is
streets clear, but as
being
ninety-six of the number
repair
its
ington
to
streets
conduit.
!
clean Mrs. Ben Weille, Mrs. C:arence Sherorganiza- town every day 'he could not keep
party
type,
controlling
this
pped
str
have
been
to
ssemed
was ordered
against proprietclre of 'resorts in the tion. Party organzation was created
watch on the new work at all times. The street inspector
of everything except a package of ell, Mrs. Harr Hinkle, Mrs. J. C.
Tenderloin distracts of the city. Th s originally to render effective the will
of all
to
to
owners
give
final
notice
also take
to
are
the
inspeetors
tobacco and a pipe and this Flournoy, Mrs. Henry Thompson,
Now
:•moking
in piles to remove,
is the first time in several years that of the
and
brick
loose
enry H ughes, M.r s. Andy
engicity
the
with
and
up the work
people.
fact suggested robbery as the mo- M rs.
beint .
the court has taken any action
and the them at once, special reference
- Bauer.
assail
inspector
street
the
or
neer.
assailant
man's
the
of
tive
.
s rect
o
against these places and is the result
those on both sideto
Horseback Riding—Miss Elizabeth
special inspectors after the contrac
WAGON HIT WY CAR.
ants, it he was assailed. Later is was
and
oi the activtly on the part of the city
Kentucky
between
Broadway
Sinnott, Mrs. John S. Bleeker Mrs.
tors the board hopes to have the work
beer.
had
clothing
his
that
found
-officials to cleanse the moral atmos- South Third Street Scene Yesterday carried on with less inconvenience to avenue, Jefferson nor Sixth street,'
bought from the Wallerstein house George Flournoy, M ss Annie Mae
phere of Memphis.
th. a'so old pipe and plank from Jeffer-: and through this source an effort was Yeiser, Miss Martha Davis, Mrs. I. D.
of
much
rernoCse
to
the
and
public,
of Another Collision.
The indictments were all predicated
cause for complaint on the part of th. seri street and Broadway, and to have made to 'identify him, but the new Wilcox, Mrs, Vernon Blythe, Miss
the bitulithic company sweep chipupon evidence furnished by the polic,e
During the day Ruth Well, Miss Blanche Hills.
failed in results.
There was another collision on
p ngs from Broadway gutters.
authorities, who appeared to testify
Children—Mrs. Joseph L. Friedbitulithic
the
to
were
issued
Orders
towards idenmade
were
efforts
other
between
yesterday
street
as
City Engineer Washington was inupou general niformation, in response South Third
Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs. Clarman'.
of
more
up
to
any
tear
not
company
the
in
late
tification but not until
car and a wagon, but this
to subpoenas .ssued last week. The a street
old surface on Broadway untl structed to have contractors to re- afternoon was this realized. Then in - ence Sheret11, Mrs. Harry Hinkle,
the
a
but
ice
wagon,
it
,
an
was
not
time
•
place iron fences in front of Hale
immunity which the proprietors of
Henry
formation was secured which lead to Mrs. J. C. itlerurnoy, Mrs.
wagon loaded with brick. William the contractor was ready to repair the
Langstaff residences on Kenand
these places have enjoyed during the
Mrs. Henry Hughes, Mrs.
Thompson,
gutters.
and
curb
'
unfortunate
the
were
that
Bohannon
the
Vance
conclusion
and
Deboe
* vast few years has made them both upon the wagon and had-just turned
The matter of street dedication in tucky avenue which they removed to young man was Clarence Carey, a Andy Bauer/
to cut down trees,
in their operations and the attention
The regular committees of the asinto Third, from Elizabeth street when • Littte's addition was referred'
local railroad shopman. This identiof tile police authorities has been the street car whirled. around the Member Taylor, who, with others, Street Inspector made report of
are as follows!
sociation
fication came through Mrs. Mary
n Vieille, chairman;
called to such frequent violat•ons of bend from Broad into Third street. own property in that addition, hut matters referred to him at the last
Finance—Cm
house
boarding
a
Aday, who keeps
J. A. Rudy. W.
K.
Wheeler,
Charles
the laws In this ditttrict during this and in less time that it can be told have not formally dedicated the session of the board.
at iota Jones street. Mrs. Aday had
The street inspector reported that
L. Friedman,
Jr.,
los.
Bradshaw,
pass few months that it was decided the collision had happened, the wagon streets.
P.
man
heard of the finding of the young
to crub them by the old-time process turned over and the men thrown some
The some Telephone Company was he found the awnings in front of 17 and also heard him and his cloth•ng V. J. Blow, J. C. Utterback.
on the north side
Executive—J. S. Bleecker, chairof criminal court hearings.
distance and slightly bruised. The notified to remove the pole at Fifth business houses
described and she instantly expressed
way between First
Broad
of
the
to
and
back
streets
and
Jefferson
man;
0. 1.. Cyrgory. J. M . Lang. Jos.
car escaped an yother injury than a
opinion that the man was OarSeventh streets, lower than the new 'the
property line.
Hal S. Corbett. Muscoe
Ftiedmati;
L.
SHORT-WEIGHT ICE COS/LY severe jolt and a few scratches
ence Carey. Mr. Carey had been at
to
to
ordered
heighth
was
inspector
the
prescribing
street
The
ordinance
L. Scott, G. M. StoneFrank
Burnett,
The collision was to a great exwork for the T. C. R. R. in local de-.
MI' WI
„
One Dollar Pound Punishment Given tent unavoidable, for the wagoners senair the alley between Seventh and be 8 feet; They ranged from 6 feet .partments for sometime and boarded !) k . W'
• L.• B
Monro 6.inches to 7 feet 9 inches; He will
C.
to Thiev:ng Dealers.
fersten, Roy Culley, George
could have driven out of the way, but z'lahth end Jefferson and
for
Saturday
Last
Aday.
Mrs.
thelw'th
,
of
J.
side
south
E.
the
Langstaff,
those
on
treets.
George
Inspect
Thompson,
the
must
heard
have
not
to
—Icemen
they
seemed
22
Chicago. Aug.
his place
Contractor Terrell reported that It street and when his report is made ; some reason he either lost
George H. Goodman, D. A.
Paxton,
pay $t tor every pound of weight car at all, so interested were they in
had
and
up
it
th vs:slice its raise the awnings will be i with the I. C. Dr gave
was preparing to make repsirs
George C. Wallace Harry
ep
they fail to give their costomers. their conversation.
begun to drink. He hoieever, ap- Yetget;
ky
down
pet
'1.'0,
streets
I.•
issued by l'ie Lard.
11Another crew had to take charge
•
Justice Sma3ey fixed this penalty for
meals
•
his
that peared at the house for
city engineer was instrneted tc
Tile
Husbands,
—Cook
the
company
of
t
receiver
The
Entertainmen
in
rightyesterday
had
been
it
after
wagon
the
of
icemen
the short-weight
see that Drs. Parley and Fisher re sold the city a steam roller two years until Tuesday night. He failed to chairman: Saunders Fowler, Will
fining C. P. Swanson, 6441 Cottage ed and reloaded.
neither
elered the old driveway on Soutl ago was notified that the city held a then show up for supper and
NVehh, Charles Weide. J. C. UtterGrove avenue. Sr5 for selling 85
the house nor did he
Third street with a sidewalk.
'
repa r bill of about $3co as an offset ;did he sleep at
hack R. B. Asbbrook, T. C....1.tech.
FIVE THOUSAND
!
pounds of ice for too pounds.
Thee
Hughes was reantet zgainst the $soo due the company on • appear for breakfast yesterday,
r
Gnorge
Martin
LIST
JusCASUALTY
pound,"
a
51
you
"It will cost
114 il Wallerstein, Arthur
• facts only strengthened her suspicion ',-elvt
'Awe a driveway con the
rioileve
Chastain, Roy
Robert
Friedman.
tice Sm-alleas-dectared as he imposed
r°1cri
of the wounded man
'"
triirted across *%,f•
Louis Rieke, Jr., Chart•es
The street inspector reported that as to the dent ty
th-e fine "For every pound that an Dead and Wounded in Quake—Ameri- inekv•
••••..
friend to the hospital
a
sent
she
and
blank
point
W. Baker refused
C. Wallace.
1
.1
James
A
(
O
c
1
George
tY
e
,
.
t
iceman is short lie should pay Sr."
This
can Consulate Was /turned.
him if possible.
The renort of F.retneee Wsshineant
pay the bill of the city against to identify
Swanson was arrested while deliv'to
committee-,,trc,•
exhibitors'
tb••
Solicaing
the
r.0
of
sp•te
in
if the progrems
.running a pipe to drain the pond friend was satisfied,
ering ice to Soso Perry avenue. Ns22.-1he dead and
face, R. W. Telly chairman; A. S. ThompAug.
Carey's
Valparaiso,
an
of
received
condition
woeswas
mangled
le
*
•tice Fitzgerald thinks that the ice wounded in the earthquake nuntber
' et Third and Harrison streets,
him and he was confirmed son, d' L. Van Met-r. Jake Dudley,
The sewer inspectodrs'filreednart
old drain pipe having been covered up !hat. it was
men should pay more for their dis- co. The 'American coasulate was
filed.
and
,
received
by the man's etothng and Mayfalk, Ky.; W. H. Hale, Mayfield
idea
this
n
by Faker in filling his lots 'across the
honesty and fined Henry Stirsris, 472i burned.
re
M. Burton FON-in, Ky.;
was
residents
hardly Ky.;
A petition from
over his shoes. There is, therefore
Lafin street. $25 for selling idea" racna, Chile. Aug. a.—A nress'age
•
Cairo Ill.; D. A. Dunn,
Lon
sereet lieht a street. The account was turned
Burke,
et
for
identity.
filed
and
man's
(-rived
the
of
doubt
the city solicitor with instructions ,a
to
pounds for seventy-five pounds of Ice. Front Senia, on the Peruvian freintier.
streets
J. A. Gauber, F. C.
Smithland.
nee.
Ky.;
Eighteenth end
Clarence Carey came to Parduceh
suit against Wm. Baker.
Ky.: H. H. Hunt,
Paducah
states that the earthquake sbocts re- tl,... um:
Burnett,
the
ntionr aw4sin:ddwrheyscedmie to :nstitute
"
in
out
ca
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n
n
e
mffee
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y
it
fifteen
100SEVEL1 SURE IN SOL
Supt. Keebler of light plant stated from about
Tyer, HIckmas,
A.
tvorted at Arica were dialitsecelsr felt
IL
county, where his parents and other Mayfield, Ky.:
there. Scientists 'Sere say this proves .,,,,:illcs had not been nut down on th that the extra men whom he was relatives five. He :3 a young man KY.; Ed King, Dyersburg Trim.;
President Certain to We Renominated that ttle earthquake Is traveling north- ssst side of Cnt,14, Third oreet from employing to extend the light sysyeas old, about five John Ratciffe, Princeton, Ky.; H. H.
*, • sso
Says Congressman Tostne.
tern desired their pay weekly. The about twenty-two
Harr*
-sets
-4
ward
Flieehetb
to
Husband;
i
,
••
a
,feet tour inches tall, weighing about Moyer, Golconda, Ill.; C. H.
Ottumwa, Iowa, Aug. 32 —"Romeilianed to •i'n rolducah matter was referre41 to the mayor.
Murray, Ky.; H. A.
was
Halley,'
H.
E.
Notice
I
,
hazel
and
hair
with
sandy
pound',
lab
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- velt's nomination is more sure
The board adjournet
Lamb,
Accidentally Lost a Hatad.
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1.1KELY HURT IN
JUMPING A TRAIN

This

JAMES EAKER REFUSES TO PAY
BILL FOR DRAINING THE POND
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TARIFF IssuE
oTRADDLE..tc)inothaedt
IS

,
Wants Congress Republican.
air, provided: it is indulged id during
coulee )
the
upon
calls
Roosevelt
Mr.
be
will
day,
of
the
hours
e. the warm
try to re-elect a Republican congress )
' beneficial. Care must be taken to
n claanudbse con
oe
r.annH
tatC
sses
Jao
cold
to
exposure
. , avoid draughts and
-icon
air after sunset.
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
!
fearless
and
patriotic
as
being
gress
U
means
simplest
.
One of the best and
-typewriting, penmanshig4 car.
CUBAN REVOLUTIONARIES IN
and recounts the various measures it cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch
1 of checking a cold at its onset is to
arithmetic, grammar, Nth
banking,
law,
commercial
e,
spelling,
RIO
respondenc
PINAR DEL
passed for the public good. Fre pays
I drink in bed a glass of hot. not warm,
s and re- 1 Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
PROVINCE.
water, in which has been placed the PRESIDENT INDORSES PRO- his respects to demagogue
situalabor
the
over
anxiety
his
veals
lumps
four
or
juice of a lemon, three
TECTION BUT LEAVES
tion by devoting considerable spate
I1 of sugar and a large teaspoonful of
LOOPHOLE.
to it. He recounts the passage of the
dose should be
Troops Rushing to Scene-Battle pure glycerine. This
eight-hour law, the fact that he has by
hot as possible, after theh
as
sipped
I
executive order extended the summer
With Insurgents Imminent-Ban- . 1I patient is in bed. Taken thus, it will
govprobably induce a flow of perspiration Changes to Be Made as Conditions half-holiday to workers for the
dern in Command.
as
well
the
as
seeernment
classified
The
which will throw off the cold.
Call—Letter Backdown from
vice; 'peaks of the employers' liabil1,
simplicity of this remedy is equaled
1
, ity bill, and promises to urge the passStand-Pat Attitude.
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laborers were killed.
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charge of powder exploded while the
are cases where a lack of competency
Stock Market.
VAUDEVILLE BILL WAS PRE- seven men were in the quarry and
forbids the sharing with another of
the result was that their bodies were
SENTED DURING THE
New York, Aug. 2.—Abraharn the struggles of life. There are many
buried beneath a heap of large stones.
White, who is said to have made instances Where inherited or acquired
SESSION.
disease puts a ban upon marriage. But
$2,000,000 last week plunging on the
THIS AUGURS ILL.
the natural and normal condition is
long side of the Harriman stocks,
that whickattends the home, and the
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followina of the motto, "None that I
late John A. McCall's estate at West
ioned Bureaucratic Methods,
love more than myself" is but the exand the Players Were Not
End. Long Branch, made another pression
of a narrow selfishness which
St. Petersburg, Aug. 21.—Premier coup today and immediately went up- effects the limited
So Rare.
environment in
Stolpin evidently finds it impossible to town with his wife to spend his which the
individual wisilies to move.
accomplish the difficult task of sup- mannings.
Former generations in our own
On 'Monday White went to the country and
In a police court all the attractions pressing the revolution on one hand
older civilizations were
tof a play are found. There is corn- and introducing reform on the other, office of his brokers. "Mrs. White not slow in expressing their diisaplady, tragedy, ministrelsy and comic and it now appears that the 'cabinet needs about $5,000 shopping money." proval of the glorification of the sinopera, the aria or score being when will practically limit itself so far as he said, "and there is no reason why gle life. The conditions of modern
the judge assesses a fine to the "tune" the reform end of the programme is I shouldn't get it out of Wall street." society Show many evils connected
concerned to preparing projects of
Great Northern preferred came out with marriage that are patent to ev-of a-- and costs.
ery one. Perhaps the shrinking from
'Yesterday's session of Judge Fur- law for submission to parliament next on the ticker at 305 .
"That looks cheap. I think I'll get marriage and home making on the
-year's court was a vaudeville perform- winter.
rrelte(! tri some of that," he said. He took 500 part of many is an evil also. more
Caaaals-;ans Pre
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-"stunts" and all the sallies, quips all the ministries to elaborate new shares at 305 and acio Northern disastroti: in the loniz run to the interests of the age and the nation.
and jokes especially good, the lawyers projects covering every possible ques- Pacific at 210.
Early in the afternoon Mrs. White
representing the end men and "hiz- tion from a commission for a solution of the agrarian and labor prob- arrived at ,her husband's office presoner" the interlocutor.
Traits of Norway's Queen.
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Story of Two Sticks." Two colored
transaction the slimmest woman in her dominion.
Northern
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rejoicing in the poetical names of of the bureaucracy augurs ill for the netted him $8,5oo, and the Northern Her waist measures but 17 inches and
she is so ethereal in appearance that
Nora Bell and Nina Hornbeck. Nina success of the reorganized cabinet. Pacific $4.000, a total of $12,500.
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all the women of the kingdom and
stage and began tier lines in dark- which the latter announced his early for our new home."
most of the men. she is called rather
hrown voice but her language was return to Russia, has been published
too frail and delicate in appearance.
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when assuming the part of Juliet in hof. anal that there was no vestige
zled Sioo,000.
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Duke of Clarence, Collars and Cuffs,
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Count
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power.
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stated that he reasinn she struck
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Fair
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her a -, and threatened
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sence of the place of torment. Nora
called before United States Com- who collected all the quoted sayings
here produced a small stick with
His bond was and doings of the royal family in a
missioner Watts.
which a strong man might possibly
Kentucky State Fair, totasville— placed at $25,00o, and, failing to give scrap book and labeled it "Thinks We
slay a mosquito, declaring in tragic
it, he was tonight taken to jail for the Never Did or Said."
September 17-22
tones that this was the weapon that
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
I rst time since his arrest. Up to the
s'he had used. Nina next came on,
Fens Creek. August 14-4 darspresent time he has lived at a local
and in the shrinking stimid manner
As She Understood It.
Vanceburg, August 15-4 days.
hotel in custody of deputy marshals.
of the heroine of a ten-twenty-thirty
Columbia. August 15-4 days.
The cases of W. L. Sims and C. M.
(Los Angeles Times.)
company diffidently produced a club
Shepherdhville, August 21-4 days. Hayes, manager and assistant manNellie Bly startled the family, and
weighing possibly fifty pounds, with
Lawrenceb,urg. August 21-4 days. ager, respectively, of ,the local com- a number of visitors, one Sunday afwhich she claimed she had been caSpringfield. August 15-4 otar.
mission house of GilbEr & Clay. with ternoon, by saying:
ressed by Nora. From the back of
London, August 28-4 days.
"I like to go to church because they
whom Chisholm is alleged to have lost
the stage came the deep and sonorous
Brodhead, August 15-3 days.
speculat.ng in cotton, were sing nice hymns about flowers and inmoney
the
voice of Judge Puryear: "Five dolMk. Olivet, August 16-3 days.
also called. Sims was bound over to sects and things to eat, and the man
lars and costs."
Gutherie. August 23-3 days.
3..vait the action of the federal grand in the night gown talks about birds."
The next was a dbmestic drama. its
Nicholosville, August 28--3 days.
"Why. Nellie," protested, mamma,
under $25,000 bond, and Hayes
jury
theme beingapaetty much along the
Shelbyville, Anise A--4 days.
"I do not know of any hymns about
was fixed at $5,000.
bond
usual line, atMt lesson that teaches a
Florenve. August 2,--4 days.
Walter Percy, director of the First insects and things to eat."
man to be careful in butting in. The
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principal characters were Mrs. Mary
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threw a book at him and started toOwensboro. October 2-5 days.
ward him with a chair, saying he had
Wealthy Women of Cleveland, Ohio
Amerieon shoes are so popular in
Mayfield, October 3—days
in business to butt in. In fear of his
Agree to Patronize School.
Germany that many manufactures in
life, he defended himself, the weapon
that country cell their goods as
used being the deadly salt cellar. The Excursion Rattes Via. the Southern
Cleveland. Ohio. Aug. 22—A train- "American made"
Railway from Louisville.
Judge said "Five and cost% for Frank
ing school in household science will
Lee"
he opened about Sept. 1 in the Burke
In the next scene Sam Gordon esDenver, Colorado Spr:ngs and Pu- mansion. Girls who are willing to
ter. L U E. and recites his lines in eblo, Col --Sp5oo On sale daily to
train for service in homes and, who
la well-modulated voice. He declared September loth, with return limit of
come recommended will be accepted
that after Frank Lee had struck his October 31st.
at the training school and given their
wife he went to the kitchen, and after
board free while learning.
telling him mildly that he ought to
On sale
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95.
"The girls will be taught everything
have known better than to have daily the year round, good returning
pertaining to the household," says
LEMON, ORANGE,' CHERRY
.struelk his wife. tapped him gently on within six months.
Miss Frances Broderick who, sgith
thc head with his fist, causing Frank
Mrs. N. F. Schrock, will be in charge
to recline upon the floor. The judge
Low Homeseekers Rates to many of the school. Even deportment' in
announced "Ten dollars."
points in the southiweat, west and homes of luxury will .be taught."
There were several other acts on points in the souhteast. west and
ARE GOOD. OUR
Many wealthy women. including
the program, but the dramatic critic southewst on first and third Tues- Mrs. Tom L. Johnson, pledged themof the Register left during the inter- days of each month, June to Novem- selves to back the enterprise.
rai,sion
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets
Bachelorhood.
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWANNIVERSARY INCIDENT.
etc., call on any agents of the SouthBERRY, PEACH. PINEARPLE or
(Chicago Tribune.)
ern Railway or address,
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
It was significant that the badge
It Brought Wounds of Regret for
J. P. DOGAN. T. P. A., in East worn
in a parade of pachelors in a
Main street. I.exington, Ky.
Wounds of Glory Missed.
recent demonstration was a yellow
C. M. MUNGERFORD,, D. P. A. one, an appropriate color for the motFourth avenue, Louisville, Kat to.
"None that I love more than mySergt. W G. Vallatfield, who fell 234
SEVENTH AND It- tOAD'VVAY
C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., gt self." If badge and motto were to he
J.
from a wagon a few weeks since and
TEL. 70
Louis,
Mo.
'be
almight
they
considered a joke,
broke his shoulder, has about recovlowed to pass unnoticed. But -there
ered.
CORSLET KILLS
are many reasons for thinking that
A peculiar coincidence of the ser- STEEL
A PRETTY IOWA GIRL there are people who rejoice in what
geant's mishap is that it occurred on
is called single blessedness, and that
the anniversary day and about the
and Doc. the feeling is growing, especially in
same hour as thc battle of Kennesavi Injured Internal) by Device
tors Are Powerless,
the cities, that such a state is alto-i
anatintain, lame 27, zR64, Sergt. WhitSt. Paul. Minn., Aug. 22.—The wear- gether the best.
eld receiving the injury on the 27th
a steel corslet that was too
With a suggestion that the divorce
of last June. He was a member of ing of
for her has aused the death records of twenty years may reveal
small
the Thirty-fifth Alabama, which was
You cannot find a single tooth
Miss Henrietta Sumners, 18 years 2000 cases a year as Chicago's cona part of Scott's brigade, that lay in of
brush in all our stock] !which
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. She was tributions to theh history of matrimoold,
of
a semi-circle on Kennesaw, supportis not a good brush.
prettiest girl in that city In the niat woes. arid with daifr illustrations
ed by eiehteen field. pieces. Two the
celebration of the ray of-theafailnreanf-marriege -rivets
army corps a the enemy
Stirnners represented. a nation wearisome detail in the newspapers,
take this small force. an* the ser- Miss
of the allegorical floats. The the 'bachelor or spinster might well,
on
one
geant thinks it a little strange that
was part of her costume. hesitate before embarking upon al
corslet
ateel
every tooth brush we scell to
te went through that fight, in which
became fatigued and was injured -troublous sea. Such hesitation might
give satisfaction. If one should.
over three thousand of the enemy She
taker' to a boa he encouraged by the other daily list
pass our examination with
mere killed, while he escaped without internally. She was
phial and an operation for appendicitis of hasty unions and marriages on exsome flaw undetected we ask
scratch. only to tumble out of
second operation cursion trips, where love at first sight
you, as a personal favor, to
farm warm on the anniversary and was performed. A
was necessary. Miss Sumner/ steadi- sometimes finas a quick sequence in
bring it back and either let
break his shoulder.
came yester- bonds, which ought to be welded only
us give you a new one for it
Such, however. is the irony of fate; ly lost ground' till death
or return your money, whichafter careful thought and some degree
ho wound's of glory, but many of re - day.
ever you prefer
of acquaintance.
!eel
Why He Quit.
But, whatever the hesitation or how- •
(Pfifladelphia Ledger
ever great the disapproval of malty
SEVEN ARE KILLED
"So yhtere out of polftici? What's things covinected wit inodeva marthe ntatfer?"
riage, (he fact remains that the plait
1110y the Explosion of Powder in
"That iinconatitatinnal law that of the woold it %ased Home tne expecMexican noel Quarry.
raakec a candidate swear to hie sot.- tattoo of tEe lawful Ruins of persona
DRUGICIIST
psalm'"
el Napnatts set ism ties netrOstvatioa sif
!Urea°. Tex Aug. 22.—News 41111s
co.Par- fh• race aid tie visisterstaca of ••"Win toldl yam it was tiorc,
lest reached here from Salome *noel- tinstal?"
SIXTY AND BROADWAY
sieey. Eke. hat-1144r osglit ro ita
/
Mex. that *even laborers were. "Nebods: Cat ten eat a '11,1.1
sidbraff tat ot Once la tili• acoss.-.-•
TEUIPHOME Os.
Willed at that place in a big rock quar- ssif. ten',• witness orolrebelP egeiant or the ail.;..rm end t$e sisTsster equalry bei•oi operated by the National bace:n cr fe sire evitil•ec• 110 togri
ly en 'Mere are plenty nf eareptioas
1111aitread of illItexic. *Meek Peres, sgeR Iritueett? • Weliff
ANA mew ha mcersmiesS. Lbw* are
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Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates
Ice Cream

SCHOOL BOOKS AND
SCHOOL SUPPLES
For the:Cow:dry Schools at

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
We have:what you and
we know what you want.
COME TO US

YOU

EDGAR 77. 71.-HTTFMORE„,

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH

RBAi. EST.
4 . WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 1. EAR*
11001NTMLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WEITIPERN
1ZE14TUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FM TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR .T.
1ct W. WittliTTEM•011.E. •••••ittuniPotde
-

rir

.;-'w I;-A.1

+111164

nonicy

E E.COULSON,

Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

220 N. Third

INSURE

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office; 306 Broadway

Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696

Matta,Efinger

Co.

Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREBT:

PADUCAH. Ift
INN

A. S. DABNEY

Excursion:

—DENTIST—

St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-

Truetart

et company—the cheapest

and

bee

excursion tart of Padocat.

Dependable)
(IRBY

For the Round Trip to
$8.00 Tennessee
river & retur

Artistic
and

Good Tooth
Brushes

J. I Oehlschlaefer

CANGG SUPPLY

-

HAYES

We Guarantee

WE

It is a trip of pleasure, cornfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave ea..11
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jae
Nbger, etipertntenderst; Fru&
Brown, agent

BEAUTIFUL
nomrsarsvmsin.
Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
Mose extorsAve this season
than ever. Your will be dolighted with our display of
Bels-pitas and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
are
We
Puna*.
sad
allowing all of the
•

Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meats and
berth included.

JEW STYLE BRACELETS

J. L.

ROUND TAM TO CAIRO, party
of Ike ow over Si.eo each, without

woLFF,

JEWELEI
3ee

meals; $11.•• with meals.
Good softie an all The boats. For
wine pemical.- re see
,

S. A. NOWLICR, %eel. Pass. Agent
es MIMS P4W41114, City Pale..
„
Ajpem. MOM*

memther ot tne general cvazicia L. a az it11C1311011 01 tne noaro at Le
A- Z11.4101
LIR1.4.1 %MITI Han 1 %in
some weeks ago proposed to intro- public works was called to the funds
PUBLISHED BY THE
duce an ordinance prohibiting the on hand to the credit of the street
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
circulation of obscene literature and department being insufficient to meet
(Incorporatasel.)__
pictures,-but the -statutes cover that Lb. -cost of --the- -proposed improveAt Register Building, y23 Broadway
offense. What Paducah really needs ments, and the board simply called the HE FORCES,VROUGH
REFORMS BY HIS OWN PERSONALITY
JAMES E. WILHELM, President is an ordinance prohibiting unwhole- attention of the general council to the
AND FREELY USES VETO POWER—HE IS FEARED BY PO.
Treasurer some posters, or suggestive pictures, fact with a polite request for instrucJOHN WILHELM,
LITICAL PARTIES AND !WEEDY CORPORATIONS OF THAT
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary that are frequently to lie found on the tion.s on the subject. An intelligent
CITY--A WARM ADVOCATE OF MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.
bill boards of the city or displayed in business man would at once understand
Entered at the Postoffice of Paachithat business prudence required the
the show windows.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
At this time the bill boards of the board to make known the information
If you see J.'
Adams, the mayor
An illustration, of the extent
if
One Year
$5.00 city flame wth the advertisement of a to the general council so as to enable of Buffalo, seated at a desk with his which Adam is feared by theh political
2.50 medicine in which the nude figure of that body to take such action as it face in remose, you may take him to
Six Months
and financial powers is given in the
1.25 a woman covered with gauze reclines. might deem necessary
Three Months
in the prem- be 64 years old, and that is ,in fact, history of the Gilmore-avenue grant.
•TO
One Week
his age, says a Buffalo letter to the This was the last grant secured by a
OLDA crusade against such -posters has ises. Had the board of public works
Anyone failing to receive this paper
New York Times. But if he gets up, railroad corporation on
favorold
the
is
started
it
and
York,
nothing
said
in
been
New
about the matter and walks across the room and greets you,
regularly should report the matter to
able terms. The term of Mayor E.
The Register Office at once. Tele- against the law to expose to public shown no disposition to co-operate you will think you were -mistaken, and
C. Knight was ending and in- a few
phone Cumberland 318.
view unwholesome posters. The Mem- with the legislative department it that he is not more than so at the on:- days Adam would
Ink
come into office.
phis newspapors :have taken up the would have merited censure for fail- side. He has a quick, spring step, The company feared Adam to such a
an energetic way, and a general air of
subject, and in the Commercial-Ap- ing to apprise the general council of
degree that it used every possible inforce.
conditions. As it is, ttiat4 body is in
peal of yesterday is the following:
-He is about 5 feet Is inches in fluence to rush tlie grant through the tl.nt:1=======83811
While Anthony 'Comstock and the possession of the facts and in a posi- height, and his hair and mustache are council before he 'should take office.
Art Students' league of New York
snow white. He was born jo_.aco_ts It succeeded by a narrow shave, and
_act intelligently _in the
city are contending before the cour s
land, but his love of fight might lea4 MItyor Knight signed the grant on
ter.
over what is and whet is not immoral
one to think that he came from Ire- the last day of his administration.
For City Judge.
in the nude in art, many of the smallland.
The sturdy mayor is the son of a
He is never so happy as when
the
At
last
meeting
alderof
the
We are authorized to announce er cities of the country are literally
he is in the middle of a battle, and Scotch minister of the old-fashioned
question
the
men
D. A. CROSS
of
granting
the
plastered with shocking posters that
as a candidate for :he office of City cannot possibly lay claim to any of voters of Paducah the privilege of that as why he enjoys being M2y0T of type. He was born in Peebles, ScotBuffalo. it is meat, drink and recrea- land, on March 1, 1842. When he was
Judge of Paducah; subject to the acthe chaste and exalted feeling or high voting for bonds for a water and tion to him.
four years old his parents took him
tion of the Democratic Primary Eike- artistic treatment which alone justibon to be held Thursday, September fies the expression of the nude light plant was postponed until to- "He just loves to stir up the ani- to Edinburgh, and there he was edunight. About one thousand citizens mals," said a Buffalo man.
cated at a parochial school. At the
20.
through art.
a
age of 12 he became an apprentice in
petitioned
have
the
general
council
for
The larger and more metropolitan
We are authorized to announce
There is enough doing for a reform the wholesale "small warehouse" of
cities have forbiddlen the display of a vote on tbe question. Up to this
ED H. PURYEAR.
nudity upon bill boards, both as an in- time four aldermen—have kept that mayor of Buffalo to satisfy even Ad- Thomas Cooper & Co. A "small
a candidate for the office of City decent exhibition of coarseness and as
am's appetite for war. The same old warehouse" is British for a notion esJidge of Paducah; subject to the ac- a subtle poison capable of tainting the privilege from the people. T.his is ring is in control of the Buffalo coun- tablishment.
ton of the Democratic Primary Elec- minds of the children and youth of America, not Russia; yet, under ex- cil, and it is just as corrupt as ever.
The future mayor got $t a week for
tion to be held Thursday, September the land. New York has gone even isting conditions, four men defy the It nominated Adam so that it might the first three years of his apprentice20.
further. There bill posters must not expressed wish of a thousand, and sneak into office under cover of his ship. $t.5o for the fourth, and $2 for
only not display the nude. but must among that thousand are hundreds popularity, and he carried into office the fifth. He begun as a bundle boy
Maria:lay Morning, August 23, 1906 not post scenes suggestive of any
who voted for some of those four as unwholesome a lot of city legis- and ended as a journeyman clerk.
lators as ever did business.
crime whatever, and social speculaThen he stayed with the firm as a
men, and as another election is at
His part since then has been that clerk for five years,
Reform Needed in Street Work. tors, observing the effect produced up- hand
at the end of
it would be well for the people of lion-tamer in a menagerie, and he
which time he went into business with
The board of public works seems on the young people because of the
absence of tIe unclean poster and pic- to know exactly- where their repre- certainly has the lions tamed. They J. J .Richardson. who had been one of
determined to require the street contures, are kindled with zeal to cause sentatives stand on this question. In are not getting any crooked deals the partners of Cooper & Co,
tractors to be more considerate of the other cities to enact the New York
through the council. There is no stealthis country public officials are supAfter seven years of partnership
ing going on. The city is clean The
convenience of the public, and, ac- ordinance.
I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap.
posed to be the servants of the peo- ring is in mortal terror of Adam.
with Richardson Mr. Adam came tl
authorities
have exOur own city
eat
and most economical.
cording to the action taken yesterday,
this country, and in tft72 came to Buftensive powers in this respect, under ple, not their masters.
Special attention to electric lightthe board will hold the inspectors on
falo
to
join his brother. The latter
'He ithe greatest vetoer that ever
existing ordinances, but the law, as'
ing plants.
The Paducah Line-Up.
the work responsible for conditions it stands, is vague and uncertain, resat in tlie mayor's chair. V -toes used was the head of the firm of Adam.
I
(Owensboro
Inquirer.)
to be exceedingly rare. No wthev Meldrum & Co.. and J. N. Adam bein which the work is left each even- quiring a distinct and separate interIn the fight at Paducah against thc come at
the rate of half a -dozen a came a buyer for it. Then he went
pretation for each picture, though they larrogant
ing.
Pacrucan, Ky.
public utility corporations, week. Sometimes they at"
not given into business for himself in New Haclass.
that
may
it
be
like
lacks
of
a
The patience of the public has been
:he Register is on the side of the to measures of
vast import-ince. Adam ven, Conn.. with John Taylor of New
universality which when present in a
people, the News-Democrat with the keeps track of
almost exhausted over the delays and
details. attd returns York. In !fait he stad out and relaw of this kind puts the bill poster
annoyance experience thus far, and himself in possessioni at a knowledge corporations, and the Sun is on the loosely drawn and defecre resolu- turned to Buffalo
to open a store
tions, as well as ordinvhces whose here lie rented the White building.
especially on Kentucky avenue. Ac- of what is erb-dden thereby prevt- fence.
AND
faults are more serious. In this way wihich
fording to the Register's notion, th ing eveara "temporary display of the
had just been completed, and
The Crops of igo6.
elle is keeping his unhappy council
untlesktble
picture.
the business increased until the firm
contractors and others seem to go at
(Globe-Democrat.)
jacked up to its duty.
To flilse.eittent the ordinance needs
moved to its prealfit• location on
things blindly and tear up a street b:
In the aggregatae cereal yield 'oda
Long-term franchises to street raiiamendment, as in its present shape unfore they have any assonance that clean and what to many minds are will break all records. This is indi- roads used to he the rule in Buffalo. Main street. Two or three years ago
Mr Adams retired from business with
DIRECT LINE TO
they can -go right along with the deemed indecent posters may be dis- cated by figures of conditions and Ninety-nine-year franchises were quite
acreage just made public by the de- common, and sometimes they were
ptade in the old-fashioned
,i,"9110F
a
exwork. We readily understand that played in the city and remain upon, partment of
agriculture. The corn tended to goo years. About three way in wFich Marshall Field made
delays will occur, but it seems rather exhibition until ordered removed by crop will amount to 2,693,0422,000 bushmonths ago William F. Sheehan un- his.
the town authorities.
els, if present prospects bold out a dertook to get
odd that these thing occur at every
ln tRos he became a councilman.
a five-mi:e grant in
Incidents of this kind are not infreturn: In May the sictewalik contrac- quent. Only recently Memphis found few weeks longer. This will 'tack on- the city in connection with a big trol- and. except for two years. was a
ly temoo.000 bushels of reaching.the ley project for
a road friss Buffalo councilman or alderman until his electors cktimed they couift not get cin- itsel finetrelantly and objectionably
biggest figures of the. past. tee iNeld to Erie. In former yea- c
tion as mayor. In the council his inhe would
ders for low
tucky avenue, yet posted with a display of the nude. for toos. But there
is elope *het gyrn have had no trouble in retting what domitable grit, his fighting powers and
streaming
now,
Even
places.
in
the
Nso to Asheville. Ilenr17-;onvillar,
i
they seemed t
ye plenty for the
the 1005 crop will be left behind,. In he wanted He
came he-s• to see the 'his habit of standing out for the right Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
tatters of this poster may be seen no
and square thing every time gave him
year except loos were the corn councilmen and found he
work on West efferson "flrcet, and
would have
swinging portions of naked anatomy
and many other resorts in the "Land
actually almosi
ed one contract in the witick Who tore these posters prospects so bright as they age at this to see the mayor. He did so and a prestige far above that of any other
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire
.
moment.
member.
found argument vain. He finally had
out there before touching the other from the boards and! why they were
country of Western North Carolina,
The wheat crop has passed all for- to accept a 25-year
ri.anch i se —the
not been made public; mer
%fib& Ten days ago it was reported
records. It amounts to 7,40s000 - shortest-term franchise ever
Adaus'elibrary is famous here lit' offering a high altitude, bracing
granted
mutilias
41111diiposed that some citizen 000 bushels.
that work would start on the sidewalks 'but
As the greater part of in Buffalo. Furthermore,
is a great reader and student. His artiste, picturesque mountain scenery,
the city
complained, and the authorities, after this is
already harvested, these fig- gets
collection
on Kentucky avenue from Fourth
of books on the subject of and splendid hotels.
per cent on the gross receipts
inspection, gave orders for hasty re- ures
Send two cent stamp for "Land fall
are likely to stand. The winter every year,
to Ninth streep,Tbut the contractor moval.
which does not include municipal ownership is a small library
wheat crop is 492,000.000, and the the special
Sky" booklet and other hand.
the
in
itself.
He
is
a
tireless
worker,
and.
franchise taa.
is busy somewhere else, and the city
This is not exactly as it ought to spring
somely illustrated literature.
variety is 267.000.000, The Fara-.
despite
his
age,
his
work
never
exIt
would
have
been oc no use for
engineer says -Jars wilt be OO Kentucky be. There should be no display in the est previous aggrerate wheat
yield Sheehan to appeal to 'he common hausts hint He has been known to
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pas?. Agest,
avenue in a few days. The same con- first place. Our ordinance should be was in Icor when it was 74.R000000 council.
In the present -tate of pub- hold a conference at his house at Lexington, Ky.
so construed that mistakes of this sort
shels. or T T.000.000 bushels belovr lic
tractors took the repairing of the curbmidnight
and
then
to
found
be
hard
opinion, that body would not care
could not be made. and if fashioned
e too 6total. As the preliminary fiss- to
ing and gutters on Broacitway, and after the New York ordinance and enC.. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Paw
pass any measure aver Adam's at work among h s papers it 9 o'clock
ures of the department of agricitl- veto.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
The mayor has the town be- the next morning
made the repairs to two blocics and forced with like vigor we venture to titre. like those just given
out, are hind him.
A good many people here believe
abandonecrfhe work. The old surface say that there would be no necessity useally below the aggregate which is
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gent. Posa,
that the Cleycland experimeot coald
complain, be- found in the final
round-sip, there is
of the street bat been removed and for the "good citizen" to
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
be
repeated
with
Adam—that
electhe
cause there would be neither occasion
He is an arvorate of tr - micipal own- tion of the reform mayor of Buffalo
the new !surface laid for those two nor excuse for the bill poster to exhib- an excellent chance that the indicated
759n00000 bushels wilJ teen out to he ership, and has been
consistent in that On 11012 to the governorship could he
Cocks and the vsorklitops: On the it any picture of a questionable nagreater than this when the returns are policy for years. In
the common coun- repeated with the reform maYor of
irCrl all in.
heels of this the bitufitic people start- ture.
cil, when 'he was a member, his en- 19)6. The parallel could never be
Oats, rye, barley. bucitwheat amid thusiasm for the
ed to tearing op the other side of the
Cheap Amusements.
cause became a sort complete. however, for Adam was not
potatoes are also tip to high figures of joke among his
street, but by orders ;91 the board of
colledigues. He born in the United States, and hence
The baseball season in Paducati is in the
estimate made by the depart- had it at his finger ends, and
public works must hold up tuttil the closed and it is reported that the
when- could not repeat Cleveland's luck by
ment of naricoltore !Tay ‘aows a ever any
sealect came before the finishing in the White House.
curbing is rspairetl. This .thing of bacl:ers of the loot club have lost slight falling off
in acreage and proli- council that gave him a loophole,
lie
tearing up stratitaf may suit the con some money. The report tray be ably in yield. But the grand- appre- would
arise and extemporanenusla
The Tariff on Salt.
tractors, but it does not suit the pub- true or it may not be true; but this gate of the country's greet crops will fire statistics by the
(Clinton Democrat.)
yard at the other
he larger then in any forret year. councilmen, all
lic.
Every three people, on the average,
showing how much
we do know: If the owners of the
This will be needed beravse the count- ciheaper the
Out at Ninth and., Broadway the club desire the baseball public to go
thing was done in Glaa- use a barrel of salt a year The total
try is growing with great raniditv.
street for one hundred feet is left in to the park and pay the regulation Not far from goon ono are ?Irina pllet- Row and other places where municipal 'mount consumed last year was 26.572.7oo barrel'. which included only
an unfinished state and work aban- league price to see games, they must ed to our population each year now- ownership pas the rule
I.1ST 133 barrels imported from forAdam
advocates
the initiative and .•
'
doned on it three weAs ago. tvaitina abandon the cheap policy and hire adays. with tIte immietation enroalfl
referendum, the direct nomination sys•' an countries. The tariff duty on salt
on the traction company that was first-class ball players. Mlen who con- erabl yahove the anociamo rtack. tern and
other reforms. He is a red' 15 12 cents per too pounds in packPrices -remain hit+ whirl); 'melt", that
waiting on rails, frogs or something duct baseball parka or theaters canhot
believer
in whatever he believes ages and R cents per too pounds 'f
the producers will get big returns ior
else. That material, however, arrived not fool the public with cheap talent. their crops Tge home consumer will in, and is always equipped for battle. imported in Milk This amounts to
33.32 per cent duty on salt in packages
"The ring" has never had any use
two days ago, but it is not con- The amusement seekers are the most have enough for all lide needs. end
and 53.16 per cent duty in hulk. acvenient at this time to return to critical of all buyers. Wiwn they put the foreign demand caa readily he for him, and never nominated him ex- cording to the
government statistics
met.
The
farmer is the favoted man cept when the skies looked squally of imports
Ninth and Broadway to finish that down their etnoney they expect to get
for t9o5. This large prothese 'days.
and
it
was
necessary
to take advan- tect-ive-tariff-rhsty **owe-the
'—woeltr-,---An--.tn--tht—itteortvertience and Is equisParent. -Chap clubs and cheap
tage of his popularity. He served four to charge about double 'the price sale
. Ii
annoyance to the people out that way, shows' may command' a good piace
.Platterers (410 of Favor.
years as councilman and later as al- would sell for than it would if the
the contractor:, seem quite indiffer- for a while, but the public soonl
(New York Mail.)
derman. Then he became a coun- duty were abolished. So when the
We handle all the finest and dsintent. They tear up a street or side- catches on to the fact that they are i Denims is a pretty reasonable chap cilman again. He is a rich business farmer buys a barrel of salt about one- est articles with
the utmost care.
after all Red his admiration 'for, fight- man. who has no
walk and leave it in that condition paying first-class prices for second-1 ing.
personal ?motive for half the price he pays is increased and make repairs that are
absoluteig
cotrat-e is well nigh extravagant. going
into politica-11e is simply there profit to the trust, because the trust
for weeks at a time. when by the ex- rate attractions. Paducah will sutal H.." instinct
satifactory.
leads him to despise.the for a
lose of fight and a desire to en- is protected 'from competition. Ths
penditure of a few dollars temporary port a first-class- baseball club, but small men who cater to his whims,
salt imported in packages costs in the
passageways could be {provided. and not one with two or three weak places dlance when he pipes and tramble at force the theories of good governcountry from which it was imported,
ment.
He
is
rather
taciturn
and
somehis very katzenjammers. Tile gospel
much complaint stopped.
cents per TOO prniiicla and the salt
caused by the owners' desire to keepi of honest
dissent is going to.be more times abrupt in -his ways. -He is thor- 40
Radical reforms in the way of down expenses. The pabliOdemands.
in bulk to cents per too pounds. Salt
oughly
democratic,
however.
aland
popular in this country than ever becatr he made here at about the same
building streets is needed in this city. full value, and if it does not get it fore. We
shall hear less of cand-- together, is extremely popular.
cost
as abroad, so the profits of the
and if the board- of public works- can they will stay away from those places.: dates able to "swing the Trish vote"
311 Broadway.
Last year, when the mayoralty sitor "German vote," or "the old soldier oation began to get warm. Adam, trust. it can be seen, are enormous.
convince the contractors and coat'As the salt trust is protected by the
PHONE 723-a.
'Paiiiitit- of this fact it will be better
Some of the narrow-minded coun- vote," less of self-styled "friends of who was then a councilman, went to tariff from 33 to 53 per cent, or an
Scotland.
people"
the
When
maythe
back
he
got
and more of candidates
amen have criticised the board of
for all parties.
average of ovek 5R per cent, every
too honest and self-respecting to oralty was offered him. Now he has
family has to pay about double for
public
works
for
calling
the
attention
cringe
and
es
flatter. Hitherto the steam gone to Scotland again ,and there are wihat
4
they use in consequence of this
Paducah has ton many dives and, of the general council to the balance roller has been reserved
for the man those who think Adam hopes that special protection to the trust. The
• disreputable resorts. If possible, it on hand for street wort and request- men of independent courage. It looks last year's hostory will repeat itself
salt trust is but one of many trusts
should have none. Anyhow, it has too! ing that body for instructions in re- as if for a while the voters were go- as to the governorsHip. He has not that plunder the 'American
people, and Sold at
mg
, to run-it hack and forth over men said- or odone anything, however, to
many even for a wide-open town, and gtard to new work. These cheap
yet the Republican leaders have deGray's Buffet,
are willing to "alter theft, con: iacticate thati.he bag been listening
to eider/ to stand pat and let the plunderit is time for fomeone to get busy.
I screws think thee scent a political—vietions to suit."
Palmer House Bar,
the gubernatorial bee.
int continue.
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MALARIA, take

ANNOUNCEMENT

Bacon's Malarial
To the Public:

Tonic Capsules

I wish to announce that I have
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Cut
Glass, Hand-Painted China and Urnbrellas at ati4 Broadway. The storeroom has been remodeled and en•
larssed and fitted up for a first-class
jev-elry store.. All my goods are new
and op-to-date, selected with a view
to please the trade of Palucah and
vicinity.
A cordial invitation is extended to
the public to visit my establi
shment
and inspect the line of goods on display and that are arriving each
day.
We will be glad to see you whether
you buy or not.
High-class work will be my specialty and all work ordered will
be
promptly executed.. Clocks
called for and delivered to any part
of the city free of charge.. I ask a
there of your patronage, and I am determined to have it if good work and
retsonable prices well get it.
A visit from you will be appreciated.

had assaulted him for the purpose of
robbery, and thr fact that he had The specific for all malaria. Has
How They Stand.
nothing of value on his person when cured others. Will cure you.
One Shot Hit Coleman in Back, But
Won. Lost.- Pct.
eearcked strengthed this idea, stil
Only Made a Flesh Wound.
I Vincennes
66
42
.61 t
the sevehe way n which he had been
'Cairo
Price so Cents Per Box.
59
51 ** -336
„ h urt leads some tb the conclusion
Jacksonville
51
57
'.521,5
that Carey was the victim of an acThere was another shooting affray Paducah
54
54
SCKI
cident of some k nd, snore than likely
•
last night in which negro men were Danville
61
47
.435
,s an effort to jump a Cairo' train. This
the participants. It occurred about ito Miattoon
65
.3.67
.
41
idea is strengthened because--of the
o'clock and the location was Second,
fact that only the hardest of blows
and Clark street. Joim Griffin keeps
Where They Play Today.
with some heavy instrument could
a hoarding-house in the section, named
Paducah at Cairo.
DRUG STORE.
have so crushed his skull, the fact
and Flem Coleman boards with him. Jacksonville at Vincennes.
that only the hardest of blows with Seventh and
Last night at the hour given Gordon,‘1 Mattoon at Danville.
Jackson St. Phone 237
some instrument could have
who had been away from home, reso
crushed his skull, the fact that where
turned to find Coleman talking to his
, Cairo 4, Paducah 2.
wife out in the rear of the house. Not: Cairo, III.. Aug. 22.—The locals won he was found was hardy more than
SHWERAGE SYSTEM TWO.
liking the appearance of things, Gor-, a good game" from the I ndians this seventy-five feet from
the Cairo
Ann drew his- gun ,and -opened fire -on aftertfeett.---Seetelanch---of the
If Ordinance Is Ready
thereColeman. Coleman had in the meanWill Meet Tonight
R. H. E. was no sign about where was found
time turned to run, and Gordon shot Cairo
a scuffle or that he had been dragged
4 7 0
him twice as he ran, one shot bitting Paducah
There will likely be a called session
2 7 2 to the out-of-the-way place,osHad he
'him in the left thigh, making just al 'Batterisss Hatch and Quiesser; been assaulted by one or more men of the council tonight to consider and
skin wound, and the other striking Piatt and Downing.
they could have hardly vlaced him pass the ordinance for the building
/am in the center -of the back. just'
where found without leaving some of sewerage system No. 2. City Solicoff the spinal column, hut as it was'
sort of a trail, and there was nothing itor 'Campbell is drawing up the ordiNo Game at Vincennes.
fired at such close range it only maeiet, Vincennes, hid.. Aug. 22.—No game of this kind to be found.
nance for the work, as instructed by
a flesh wound, not entering the hol-: today; Vincennes and Jacksonville The manner of the wounding of the joint meeting of the two boards
Phone 2088. Jewler. 224 Broadway.
early in the week, and hopes to have
low. The gun , Gordon used was a teams missed the train at Ashland, young Carey may go into local
or
the
bill
two-barreled one, Ind. know it was III. Double-header Friday.
ready
today.
There
dea
is
police history' as a mystery but if
empty, be ran after Coleman and he-!
there is ever a solution it will be that cided disposition among the members
of the council boards to hustle this 155111MM51=115%
gan to beat him over the head with
Chenault and Purdue Sold.
it was an accident.
.-mismionamme
sewerage work along without any dethe weapon, and in this way cut his
President Murphy announced yeslay which is avoidable.
head in several places ere Cnleman terday that 'he had bought two pitchLEAVING
OLD
PATHS.
Therefore if there is no need for
could get away from him.
I ers from the Vincennes ,team of the
•
changes in the ordinance which is
'Running out on Third street, Cole- K. I. T. League. They are Chenault
man came uppn Officer Singery and and Piirdue. both right handers. He Indiana Quakers Object to Ways of being prepared and it is ready this'
evening the council will pass it withTold him of the shooting, and soon has also closed a deal for Seabaugh
Younger Generation.
Did you swallow your share of dust last night?
out any hesitancy, it is safe to say.
thr officer had Gorclon also and took a catcher of the Spring-field team in the
I have a full line
him and Coleman to the city hall. Wdstern Association.—Cbicagin LxCOILS DRAWN TIGHTER.
Gdon was locked up, charged with aminer.
Richmond, Ind., Aug. 2..—The Inmaliciotss shooting with intent to kill.
diana meeting of Hicksite Friends at
and Coleman was turned over to Dr
its session yesterday discussed the Frank Crane Recognized as Assailant etc., various grades and various
Quite Badly Hurt.
prices.
Bass, who came on call for necesary
of George Bain.
tendency of modern Quakers to elmLast
night
about
1030
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
o'clock mate from speech and dress many of
repairs, and then he. too, was sent
while Mr. Geo. Walters, the printer, the characte
down beneath the hall.
ristics of the early mem- . Frank Crane, who is in the county
The wounds of Coleman are pain- I was on his way home ring his hers of this re'igious denomination. sail charged with murderous assault'
wheel he was run mm by an unknown
ful. but otherwise of little
littl
Great regret was manifested that the upon and with robbing George Bain,1
the steamboat stewardt last Monday'
boy with a buggy and the thees and thous
quence. That the shot which struck
were being cast aside,
nistht, is having the toils drawn tight-I
him in the back resulted in only a shaft struck Mr. Walters In the ribs and it was agreed that the
church was er around
him. He has not only been j
flesh wound only. goes to show thm, breaking two of them.
gradually diverging from the original
identified by Bain as the man whol
his time had not come. Such shots The negro in charge of the buggy sonceptions
laid down by th'e found- assaulte
d him, but it has been well j
fired from such a pistnl six times out was on the wrong side of the street ers.
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
established that Crane attempted to!
of ten would prove a man-getter with- ard Mr. Walters went to cross the
The Quakers also held that the use get two
ont doubt.
men to help him rob Bain)
! street at Eleventh and Broadway
of the names of the days of the week but a short
time before the attack'
This shootins will get an airing in when the acc:dent happened. Dr.
showed an unwelcome tendency to- was made.
the city courrto-day.
Delia Caldwell attended Mr. Walters
ward modernization. The names of
Crane's case was continued in the
and :ate last night said he was resting
the days of the week were taken from city court yesterday for
additional'
HAD A NARROW ESCAPE.
well and after a few days layup would
the pagan gods, the Friends de- testimony and to hear some new withe himself again.
• 4 cleared, and should not be
used. In- nesses. He seems unable to give the
John Hancock. an I. C. R. R. Switchstead Sunday should be called the bond fixed in his case.
FORCED INTO
man, Unfortunate and Fortunate.
first day, Monday second day, and so
"JIM CROW" CAR. on.
islut ;
"JOHNNY REI3S" TO MEET.
John Hancock, a switchman for the
-oft r•
Fastidious dressing came in for a
Negro
Preacher and His Wife Ex•
I. G. R. R. who lives on \Vest Jackshare of critic•sm during the day, and Reunion of the Second Kentucky Bri.
son street. yesterday morning nar I
pelled From the Pullman Sleeper.
it was held that it was a dePorable
gade at Fulton.
$6.00
rowly escaped. serious, if not fatal, inThere is to be a, reunion of the
fact that too much attention was
juries. He Inas at work, and in atSecond
iHopkinsville, Ky.. Aug. 22.—When given by he younger generation of
Kentucky brigade. C. S. A., at
temnting to make a coupling failed
the fast Chicago limited on the liii- Quakers to style -sostead of stitking Ftsitori. Sept. 12. and the people of
to jump Near of the moving cars A.
nois Central pulled in here Monday to the modest and simple garb of the tInsti,pisce are making preparations
large furniture box car hit him on the a
fort
large attendance. The local
passenger asked Policeman Bryant days gone by.
head and felled him, unconscious. to
camp of veterans, the J. T. Walbert
Aaker to come into the Pullman car
the ground. but, fortunately, at the
Camp, will send a delegation to the
ADVANCE ORDERED
same tins knocked hirn away from the and force a negro and his wife to go
into
negro
the
coach.
The
officer
track and the wheels of rtie cars. Re
went into the car and found the ne• In Price of Tobacco in the Dark Dis. resentatives Mkscrs. James Koger Its
was picked tip and taken to the rail11. Scott, Joe Ullman, W. H. Pattergroes in their berth He ordered
road hospital for attention, and there
son and R. J. Barber, while many
trict of so Per Cent.
them
to
get
up
and
dress,
they
which
it was found that he had eucaned any
ether/ will doubtless be present.
did without much protest, and he
serious ininrv, the lick norm the head
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 22,—General
Alig free btarbecue and the presthen marched them hack into the colhaving failed tn.crush the skull
' tired section. The train was held for Tobacco Growers' Association, has or ence of niany noted spea/kers from
It is thought that Hancnek will be
nine minutet while the neirroes w^re dered an advance of about so cents among the veterans will be attractive
himself again in a few days.
' dressing and changing their location. \tanager Ewing, of the Dark District features of the gathering.
The man was a preacher and was en per too pounds in the price of all
Miss Buckner Gives a Supper. t route
Landkat von Uslar. whom the kalifrom Nashville to some point in medium and good grades of leaf toWednesday evening. ,at Hawkins', Michigan.
bacco. The order applies to the whole Cr sent to German Southwest Africa
cafe, on Broadway, one of the swell.
of the dark district, and is brought to discover water with the aid of his
eat banquets given of its kind in this MINISTER COMM
about by the shortage and unfavorable divining rod. has found fifty-tree
city was given by Miss Garnett Buck-,
springs.
IN WASHINGTON condition of the growing crop.
net. of Eighth and Jefferisin streets,
in honAr of her visitor. Miss Maty Expected to Return
to Kentucky for
Blossom Beaumont. of Mayfield, and
Iliood
a
Rest.
Miss Kate Wire, of Mayfield, who is
the 'house guest of the Misses Hobson.
Washington,
Aug.
aa.— Leslie
The supper was served in five cones.
of Kentucky, United States
course and was tinder the
-1 minister to Guatemala. arrived yestermenu of Its. Hawilcins, one of manage
the pronrietors of the cafe, who understands. day on two months' leave, and rehow to manage a swell affair like this ported to the state department. He
will leave • tomorrow for Warm
one. Covers were laid for about spring,
. Va.. to visit
his daughter.
twenty-five young people.
Aiken staying tbere a week. he will go
After the supper the party went to to
ah._
row Kentucky home to enjoy a rest
the home of Miss II/it-knees where thev
and
attend to private business. Mr
Were entertained with
'different kinds
Cembs said he knew nothing about
of games.
Keneticky politics, but hoped *ley
were as quiet as the politics of Central
America since the United States.
Tuesday night a delightful bay ride throng%
Mir. Combs, secured lasting
was given by Mr. Joe Tucker and peat
there.
Miss ,Ntlarmin 'Packer,
1017 Ilarr;- 1
-1
son street to some of their young I
WEANS BUSINESS.
friends.

BACON'S

J. D. Sowers,

GOO

MORNING

Garden Hose,Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled.

I

.Hannan

Cyclone Insurance
FOR

$1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L

Ca mpbell Building.

& co

Both:Phones 369

I
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BALDWIN PIANO

Have You
Started?

Every guest say they had one of New York
Grand jury Gabs_ After
4-he -best- -t-ines of theIrlitfell.
•'
Ice Trust in Earnest.
They were driven out to Min Winit
'
nte Tucker's. about Ave miles
from! ,,sisw
Mt.
York, Aug. 22.—The grand
the city on the Cairo road. Oki their
arrival they were met by a large ! jury resumed its investigation of the
situation affecting the price of ice ir
crowd of boys and girls from
around this city. Before going . into session
the neighborhood, who helped
to en- 'I Judge Rosalsky informed the jury
tcrtain those from the city.
Refreshments were served; such as' that a mere presentment would he a
waste of time in view of the seriouswatermelons, ices, cskes and all
kinds rises of she .411st:rill and the elwiracOr fruits.
ter sif the evidence already 'presented
Those is/vertu from here
were to it.
Misses Essie Blacknalt Edna
Bulcie. - A member of she grind jury said
Marvin' Tucker and
Mrs. Page; todiv!
Messra. Joe Tucker, Vera
Phill.ps
"Tin, :^1"'11f7Vir
,
" ;5 griCws-so 'heir
and Mr. Odcock.
fruit. We are going to get, if piThe party was chaproned
by Mr. ble, the one responsible for The presand Mrs. Cecil Gilltnn,
of Clay street. i ent Price of
ice."

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
per cent ®n depositii;
We invite

small accounts.

and Farmers
Savings Bank.

Mechanic's
ii

227 Broadway

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultared pin and
is t "Leader" for the'dealer/

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

MiTNILLEg,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH,

Paducah Transfer Company
(I'ncor porated.)

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
El.itli,
SUPE
Afilid OR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHINHOUSEHOLD GOODS.
.,
4, vilrimo

ERY

The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary S urgeons and dentists. Special facil/OFFICE SECOND AND MON ROE.
ities have been providied for in constructing our new hospital which enResurveying Simithland.
I BOND YOUR EMPLOYES IN
James H. Wilxcox, the
ables us to treat all diseases of hot ses and dogs in the most modern ,
neer of that city, is in'
manner. We have a_clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and one /.
Smithland
making a- mip of that
that es completecn every detail.
place. The
town authorities la.tely
We invite you td call and insp ect our place.
Quick
Settlem
ents.
decided to ini-).
•
prove and loat4y
Office sad Hospital, 429 South Third street
r7 r •
tt
t
the
C
.
..s„ i
place.,
E.
ks..
b
.r
JENNINGS & CO., Agents.
Ofticc phone, old, 13445; new 158; residence 18z6.

civil rngi-i

AMERICAN SURETY CO.

BOTH PHONES.

P. D. FITZPATRICK, SUPT
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TWhat One Sincere X.e.e lilt! Not
Find.

Philadelphia Critic Says Their Appearance Indicates Care-

TELErAITHY.,11L611 LH I lUil HUU110'

CORRECTED M AY 3oth. ago&

"Philadelphia may be a slow liwg.
but it's $20 faster than I am," sighe
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day Party.
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its own individual postal., and In
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- r.a1ity of thought.
"He seemed tickled to death
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to sea day and
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He began, therefore, to work an kb rell dressed women over here wear me. Wanted
generation everyone is the re4:2o p.m.
to know all about little
Moire Fulton
eeplent or away of three charm
poor shoes. When they are not shabb
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and was down on Forty-second street yet,
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Gum
Poplar
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Maple
Walnut

Oak
Elm

GUM, BEECH 411, OAKIFLOORIIIGIEND MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
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Last .evaning telegraphic informa.
tion.fame to Mir. James Caldwell and
Mts. Sara 'Milian that their father, Isfr.
R. G. Caldwell, who boa seen at his
home in Glasgow. E.y.. for several
nenutlis. W114 in a very. serious condition and near death's door. in fact
tie telegram said Oat his physician
tbowzht he ritild survive lint a few
1110111'S
Mr. James': Caldwell left tli;s
nevaing to ke at his father's beds;de
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